
INTELLIGENT MASSAGE CHAIR

A303-6

INTELLIGENT MASSAGE CHAIR

Product Specification And Parameter

Rated Voltage: 220-240V~Product Model: A303-6 Rated Power: 120W 

Net Weight: 83KG Gross Weight: 102KG

Noise:≤ 60dB

Standby Power: 0.1-1W

Rated Frequency: 50Hz

Safety Design: Class I Air Pressure: 0.02-0.028MPa

Maximum Load Of Backrest: 90KG QTY: 24PCS/20FT    50PCS/40GP    50PCS/40HQ                  
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MULTIPLE POSITIONS 
MASSAGE

Offer accurate massage to different points by 

measuring shoulder height and back width, so 

as to make sure that all bodies can enjoy 

massage.

3 LEVELS OF AIR PRESSURE 
INTENSITY ADJUSTABLE

Air pressure massage function with 
three modes: Full body air pressure, 

arms airpressure, leg air pressure, with 3 

intensity adjustable. 

5 LEVELS OF MASSAGE 
SPEED ADJUSTABLE

5 levels massage speed adjustable,  different 

speed for different massage feeling.

3 LEVELS OF MASSAGE 
WIDTH ADJUSTABLE

The S shape massage structures in backrest 
were designed according to human body 

engineering principle, make back massage 
close-fitting in place. 6~21 cm width has 3 

levels adjustable for wide, middle and narrow.

FASHION + HEALTH = QUALITY LIFE
A303-6 model intelligent massage chair makes your healthy life more health.

BLUETOOTH-SPEAKER

The audio speakers are located on the upper 
arm area of the product, music

can be played by connecting the blue tooth to 
a smart phone or tablet device.

ONE BUTTON RECLINE

The chair designed innovative space-
saving structure, which can save 60-

80cn space in back.

LCD colorful screen remote controller

HAVE A COMFORTABLE LIFE
A303-6



ZERO GRAVITY   FLOAT FEELING 
Using NASA technology, scientific design of massage position,

 release the pressure of whole body, relax yourself

According to different body height, the calf rest frame 
can extended freely, the maximum extend length can 
up to 20cm, to make sure the full body can get for 
mfitting massage.

Armrest can automatically slide according to the 
backrest tile degree. When the chair is under being 
adjusted condition, the users can massage the hand 
and waist in a natural posture.

Combined with human engineering and studied super 
long"SL" shape space curved rail technology, 
Massage distance is 135cm, makes you enjoy 
personal massage from the head to the leg, helps to 
maintain the human body vertebra "S" shaped curve, 
achieves relaxing the spine and relieve tense 
muscles.

“SL”SHAPE CURVED RAIL STEPLESS CALF REST LINKAGE ARMREST

20CM

135CM

WITH WORSHIP DEFINE OUTSTANDING REALM, 
WITH HEALTHY ESCORT LEADING LIFE.

Based on biomechanics, ergonomics and model physical therapy, aim to human skeletal characteristics, combine with 
zero power,, longer curved rail massage, morden physics stretch, point, total with 24 air bags. It will bring you supreme 
massage experience when you at home, keep health and activity every day.

WHOLE BODY 
RELAXATION MASSAGE

AIR PRESSURE 
MASSAGE

24 pcs air bags for whole body 

massage, air pressure intensity 

freely adjust, compaction, pause 

or relax mode for great feeling.

4PCS
LEG AIRBAG 

MASSAGE

4PCS
UPPER ARM 

 AIRBAG MASSAGE

1PCSValve

8PCS

8PCS

FOOT AIRBAG 
MASSAGE

1PCSValve

1PCSValve

1PCSValve

UNDER ARM 
 AIRBAG MASSAGE

PILLOW PAD

Pillow pad can adjust 
up and down freely

BACK

135 cm intelligent massage hands

FOOT 

Magnetic   sole roller massage

The heel is fitted with a 50-100CC
permanent magnet, which
stimulates the reflex points of the
feet.

Carbon fiber far infrared heating

40℃-50℃ back heating function can 
relieve coldness and pain on your back. 
The emissive far infrared wave length 
coincides with  human body wave 
length ,so the energy can be absorbed 
by human cell, which can activate cell 
and promote metabolism.
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LEG MULTIPLE
MASSAGE EXPERIENCE
Create a relax body Comfort experience

The foot massage zone Thai foot massage. Not only bring massage 
experience，but also enjoy a piece of arts furniture

FOOT AIRBAG
COMPRESSION

CALF SHAPE LEG AIRBAG MASSAGE

The airbag wraps the entire
instep for a pressure massage.

Firming calf muscles
relaxing calf, shaping calf.

The airbag pack compresses
the leg muscles and relief the

soreness of the legs.

ROLLER MASSAGE

STRETCH-
BEAUTY LOVE GROUP

Designed for relieve pain and 
stiffness on muscle specially, similar 
to scraping therapy, stretch back 
muscle, loosen muscle and bones, 
relieve fatigue.

Ease up massage on back and waist, 
active ligament on lumbar and 
thoracic, loosen your muscle stiffness, 
enjoying wonderful massage.

BACK & WAIST
-HOUSE GROUPScientific 20 minutes automatic 

massage program, can massage 
focus on your fatigue point, provide 
healthy service for your whole body.

RELAX-CAMPAIGN GROUP

Completely real pressure massage 
designs from neck to sole, arms to 
your finger tips, will  provide you with 
incomparable  full-body massage 
experience and fully relieve skin.

COMFORT
-OLD AGE GROUP

Comfortable neck and shoulder auto 
massage mode, make you have fun 
when enjoy massage, expel aches 
on cervical vertebra easily.

NECK & SHOULDER
-COMPUTER GROUP

Intelligent 2D massage system 
combines professional massage 
techniques to massage chairs to 
achieve multi-dimensional and aspect 
massage, to help relieve your fatigue 
after a long day of work.

FULLBODY-RUSH GROUP

EXCLUSIVE MASSAGE PROGRAM 
SUIT DIFFERENT GROUP OF PEOPLE 

The special of you need the unique intelligent massage chair of irest. Equipped with the six massage programs, setting
your own personalized massage experience, get rid of fatigue in 20 minutes, and enjoy the custom comfort experience.
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